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No more complicated calculations  

In the past, traditional metering pumps forced you to resort 

to complicated calculations to find the right setting. The

exact dosage required to ensure that your dosing system 

was econo mical and safe had to be found by trial and er-

ror. And you would have to do it all over again whenever 

you needed to make adjustments. That’s all changed with 

Grundfos Digital Dosing. Now, you simply specify the dosage 

you want and let the pump do the rest.

Digital Dosing represents innovation in its purest form. This 

patented Grundfos solution uses new principles and methods 

to set an entirely new standard for dosing technology. It 

makes your job a lot easier and your results much better. 

Focus on user-friendliness

Digital Dosing is about complete precision combined with 

user-friendliness. It is made possible through the use of an 

innovative drive principle in a diaphragm dosing pump. The 

easy-to-use control panel allows you push the buttons a few 

times to specify the dose you want, and the pump will take 

care of the rest. What you set is what you get. 

Proven technology

Ever since Digital Dosing was introduced, enthusiastic custo-

mer responses have shown that there was a demand for

better metering pump technology. Aside from the obvious 

advantages of precise, trouble-free dosing, many customers 

point to the remarkable reliability of Grundfos Digital Dosing 

as a key benefit. This is technology you can trust. 

Now we have expanded the Digital Dosing product family 

to cover the full range from 0.00066 gph to 248 gph (2.5 ml/

hour to 940 l/hour) – all handled by just a few highly versatile

and efficient models. If you haven’t gone digital yet, we urge 

you to try it out. You will never want to go back.  

DIGITAL DOSING™

Innovation pure
and simple
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The DME 940-4 with side 

mounted control panel.

Digital Dosing™ is the result of true Grundfos innovation. 

We are always working with new methods, materials and 

technologies with a specific goal in mind: to bring you prod-

ucts that make a difference. We focus on new technologies 

that bring you real benefits and add to your bottom line.

Your benefits 

> Fast, simple and accurate dosing

> Be your own dosing specialist

> Reduction in logistics costs

> Easy installation, priming and calibration

> Optimal dosing of difficult liquids
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The push-button control panel lets you set the pump to

deliver exactly the dosage you need. Simply choose the 

amount of dosing additive in gallons, liters, or milliliters, 

punch in the numbers, and let your Digital Dosing pump 

do the rest.

Smooth and gentle dosing

Grundfos dosing pumps give you full control over the speed, 

acceleration, and position of the diaphragm. The gentle 

and steady connecting rod movement minimizes pressure 

peaks in the dosing head and discharge line and eliminates 

the vibrations associated with traditional dosing pumps. 

The additive is discharged more evenly, ensuring precise 

dosing. 

Full stroke length

The full stroke length is an important part of the Digital 

Dosing approach to optimum performance. It makes the 

pump less vulnerable to a buildup of gases in the dosing 

head, thereby ensuring maximum precision and optimal 

stroke length.

DIGITAL DOSING™

What you set is
what you get
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The smaller Digital Dosing™ range consists of five pump models — housed in 

two cabinet sizes — that use a stepper motor to ensure precise dosing.

Different motor, same excellent performance: The large Digital Dosing range 

consists of four pump models — housed in two cabinet sizes — equipped with 

brushless DC motors.

Easy priming

You can set your Grundfos dosing pump to run at full capac-

ity by pressing the 100% key. This ensures that the pump 

is fully primed with additive before a new process begins. 

Once priming is complete, the pump automatically returns 

to the previous setting. Easy!

Fieldbus

Grundfos dosing pumps can be equipped with an optional  

fieldbus communication module so the dosing pump can 

supply you with performance data and status information 

to be used for quality control, preventative maintenance, 

and future reference. You can monitor and control pumps 

from a PC and receive immediate on-screen warnings if 

something should go wrong in the system.

Fewer models cover all needs

Logistics are simplified since Grundfos Digital Dosing 

covers most dosing needs with just nine  models with 

output ranging from from 0.00066 gph to 248 gph (2.5 

ml/hour to 940 l/hour).
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DIGITAL DOSING™

Accurate, even flow
to 248 gph
Impressive range of features

Grundfos dosing pumps feature manual operation, full 

pulse control, analog 4-20 mA control, timer-based batch 

control, pulse-based batch control, and switch-mode power 

supply (100-240 V, 50–60 Hz). Even more features are 

available as  options if you need them.

Many mounting options

Grundfos dosing pumps are easily adapted to your place-

ment requirements. You can choose between pumps with 

a side- fitted or front-fitted control panel to ensure that you 

have unobstructed access to the panel and display. 
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The Digital Dosing™ range gives you complete 

flexibility and precision with just nine models.

Trouble-free installation

Reflecting the Grundfos approach to user-friendliness, a 

Digital Dosing pump takes only a moment to install: just 

place it where you want it and plug it in. Going digital 

couldn’t be simpler.

Wide range of accessories

Digital Dosing is supported by a large selection of 

accessories to meet your system requirements.  They  ensure 

that the Digital Dosing pump is fully compatible with the 

rest of your installation. 

Simple calibration

The Digital Dosing pump lets you be your own dosing 

specialist. It features special software to make calibration 

as easy as possible. Just place a graduated glass under the 

pump and activate the program. The pump will then per-

form 100 strokes and indicate how much it thinks it has 

pumped. Adjust the  figure as necessary, and you’re done.
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*

*

Grundfos dosing pumps are based on innovative technology. 

New principles and methods have been employed to create 

patented solutions you won’t find anywhere else.

Motor-driven connection rod

The motor-driven connection rod remains in contact with the 

diaphragm throughout the discharge/suction cycle. This keeps 

the diaphragm under control at all times.

Full stroke length

The Digital Dosing pumps give you the optimal stroke length 

every time. The amount of additive discharged through the 

dosing head is always the maximum possible in each cycle. 

This makes the pump much less vulnerable to build-up of 

gases in the dosing head, thereby improving precision and 

priming capabilities.

The menu system is designed for maximum user-friendliness. 

The logical structure makes it easy to operate the Digital 

Dosing pump. 

*Only DME model 60-10 to 940-4

*

*

Sophisticated technology, simple operation
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Pressure

Time

The advantages of the variable speed motor used in Grundfos 

dosing pumps are evident when you compare them with 

standard pumps. The gold curve shows the pressure condi-

tions in a traditional solenoid pump. Here, pressure peaks 

can be as high as 2.5 times the counter-pressure.

Grundfos dosing pumps give you far better control of the 

 process. As shown by the blue curve, pressure in a Digital 

Dosing pump builds up to the level of the counter-pressure 

and is controlled throughout the suction and discharge.

Variable speed for smooth dosing

The variable speed motor used in the DME series maintains 

full control over the diaphragm through-out the suction and 

discharge phases. The result? A better, more even mix. Also, 

a unique anti-cavitation function makes it possible to extend 

the suction phase for extra protection. The slower suction 

phase ensures correct additive intake every time — even 

when dosing high-viscosity liquids. 

The best dosing solution on the market

With Digital Dosing, Grundfos brings you the best dosing

solution on the market. Customers all over the world appre-

ciate the advantages of Digital Dosing: No more compli-

cated calculations, high installation costs, or expensive

accessories — just perfect precision with complete ease.  

Why settle for less?       

 

A metering pump revolution — worldwide

“The new technology behind the stepper motor that 

makes precise dosing possible is what really convinced 

us to choose Grundfos as a dosing pump supplier. 

Our investment has resulted in highly precise dosing,

improved product quality, and higher productivity.”

Ralf Kammerer

Technical Manager

Wisthoff Glassworks, Group Gerresheimer

Germany
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Technical specifications

Pump type DME 2-18 DME 8-10 DME 12-6 DME 19-6 DME 48-3

Capacity at max. pressure [gph (I/h)] 0.66 (2.5) 1.98 (7.5) 3.17 (12) 4.88 (18.5) 12.68 (48)

Max. pressure [psi (bar)] 261 (18) 145 (10) 87 (6) 89.9 (6.2) 37.7 (2.6)

Setting range 1:1000 1:1000 1:1000 1:1000 1:1000

Stroke frequency [spm] 180

Suction lift [f(m)] 19.7 (6)

Viscosity [cps] 500

Power supply [V],[Hz] 1×100-240 V, 50-60 Hz

Accuracy [%] ±1% repeatability - full range

Product range and performance data DME 0.00066 gph - 12.68 gph (2.5 ml/h - 48 l/h)

Pump type DME 60-10 DME 150-4 DME 375-10 DME 940-4

Capacity at max. pressure [gph (I/h)] 15.85 (60) 39.6 (150) 99 (375) 248 (940)

Max pressure [psi (bar)] 145 (10) 58 (4) 145 (10) 58 (4)

Setting range 1:800 1:800 1:800 1:800

Stroke frequency [spm] 160

Suction lift [f (m)] 13.1 (4)

Viscosity [cps] 3000

Power supply [V],[Hz] 1×100-240 V, 50-60 Hz

Accuracy [%] ±1% repeatability - full range

Product range and performance data DME 0.0198 gph - 248 gph ( 75 ml/h - 940 l/h)

Pump type DMS 2-11 DMS 4-7 DMS 8-5 DMS 12-3

Capacity at max. pressure [gph (I/h)] 0.66 (2.5) 1.05 (4) 1.98 (7.5) 3.17 (12)

Max pressure [psi (bar)] 159.5 (11) 101.5 (7) 78.3 (5.4) 49.3 (3.4)

Setting range 1:100 1:100 1:100 1:100

Stroke frequency [spm] 180

Suction lift [f (m)] 19.7 (6)

Viscosity [cps] 500

Power supply [V],[Hz]  1×120V, 60 Hz

Accuracy [%] ±1% repeatability - full range

Product range and performance data DMS 0.0066  - 3.17 gph (25 ml/h - 12 l/h)

*Depending on viscosity and/or specific gravity; 20 ft. (6 m) assumes water-like weight and viscosity.
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DME 0.00066 to 3.17 gph (2.5 ml/h to 12 l/h)

Cabinet size 1, consisting of 3 stepper motor driven models.

Max. pressure:  261, 145, and 87 psi (18, 10 and 6 bar)

DME 0.005 to 12.68 gph (19.5 ml/h to 48 l/h)

Cabinet size 2, consisting of 2 stepper motor driven models.

Max. pressure: 90 and 38 psi (6.2 and 2.6 bar)

DME 0.0198  to 39.6 gph (75 ml/h to 150 l/h)

Cabinet size 3, consisting of 2 brushless DC motor driven models.

Max. pressure:  145 and 58 psi (10 and 4 bar)

DME 0.124 to 248 gph (470 ml/h to 940 l/h)

Cabinet size 4, consisting of 2 brushless DC motor driven models.

Max. pressure: 145 and 58 psi (10 and 4 bar)

DMS 0.0066 to 3.17 gph (25 ml/h to 12 l/h)

An excellent alternative to the Digital Dosing DME range consisting of 4 synchronous motor 

driven models. 

Max. pressure: 160, 102, 78, and 49 psi (11,  7,  5.4 and 3.4 bar)

Grundfos covers the vast majority of all dosing needs with 

just nine Digital Dosing models. Capable of supplying from 

0.00066 gph to 248 gph (2.5 ml/hour to 940 l/hour).

The Grundfos Digital Dosing™ range



Innovation in its purest form
Grundfos created Digital Dosing™ – both as a concept 
and by developing the world’s first ever digital dosing 
pump range. Our Digital Dosing pumps represent inno-
vation in its purest form, and this patented new method 
sets an entirely new standard for metering pump tech-
nology. It enables our customers to achieve extreme 
accuracy at the touch of a button.

Ongoing research and development
Our Digital Dosing pump range is only one example 
of how Grundfos remains at the forefront of pumping 
technology. At Grundfos, research and development is 
an ongoing process, and a large portion of our resources 
is spent on developing new innovative pump solutions.

Committed to our customers
Grundfos offers a full range of pumps and pumping 
solutions with more than 170,000 product variants to 
choose from. With Grundfos as your partner you can be 
sure of 100% commitment, before and after the sale, 
backed by an efficient global service network, 24 hours 
a day.

BEING RESPONSIBLE IS OUR FOUNDATION

THINKING AHEAD MAKES IT POSSIBLE

INNOVATION IS THE ESSENCE
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